
Package 1:

Elopement Ceremonies
$225 and within the Trumansburg, Ithaca area
If you are looking for the sweetest, most romantic and beautifully written wedding ceremony, and
aren’t interested in customization, or working on drafts and content details, then this would be
for you. I will take care and time to deliver a well spoken, truly cared-for product, with reflections
on relationships, marriage, your future, and your past shared together.
With room for your own vows if you’d like, or your own vows in addition to the ones I have
available, an Elopement Ceremony will fit the ideal vision you have for a wonderful and heartfelt
ceremony - without a lot of planning, and allow the rest of the day free as newlyweds!

Package 2:

Customized Wedding Ceremonies
$450, plus $60 travel fee per hour, round trip
If you are looking for a customized wedding ceremony with original content written specifically
for you, then this package will complete the vision with beauty and perfection.
Package 2 begins with a preliminary call to introduce ourselves, so I can hear your plans, along
with descriptive words or feelings for the ceremony - or any vision of how you want it to go. If
you haven't yet figured all of that out, that’s completely fine - we can develop it together.
In this process, we will be working off my own expertly written content, and incorporate new,
original content, just for you. We will go over all the logistics, including the processional and
recessional, as well as other parts of the ceremony, such as where people stand, what might be
potentially awkward, and what will work best. I will lend my experience-based advice, and help
produce any new ideas you might have.
I will then fill out an outline with all of our notes and plans, and share it via Google Docs.  We will
use that as our base to work off of for the next few months until it's just right.  We will want to
talk again a couple weeks before the wedding to review and make sure everything’s still looking
good.
And then of course the wedding day! I will be on site an hour early to talk with everyone involved
in the ceremony (photographer, person who has the rings, coordinator or planner) to ensure all
is in place for your perfect day. (end here)
I would move the whole last paragraph (below) to Package 3 which needs beefing, considering
it’s 3x more expensive. Right now both packages are maybe the same length in descriptive? so
the optics aren’t good in that regard.

Package 3:

Your Wedding Story
$2,000 and $60 travel fee per hour, round trip.



Your personal, perfectly designed wedding story, every word written for you. This
wedding ceremony package is for those looking for their own wedding and relationship literature
to be written and spoken with utmost professionalism, skill, and expression of detail.  Every
word and paragraph will be original content specific to you, your partnership, background and
future together.  Think of it as a capture in written celebration of your romantic story.  From
ceremony start to finish, together we will plan all the details and provide the content based on
your lives together, for me to write your perfect story - your own wedding book.

We will work together on edits if you prefer, and have fun creating your vision!  We can
meet any amount of times via video call, phone call, or in person if we are in the same area.
During those calls we’ll work on the outline I’ve created for us via a shared Google Doc, review
and set goals, and go over the drafts I’ve written.

You are welcome to put in as much time or energy as you’d like, because I will take care
of the rest.  I will make absolutely sure that your ceremony will be the most wonderful, romantic
and true-to-your-relationship feature incorporated into your wedding day.
The notes I take and information gathered from you during several initial meetings will be more
extensive than the other packages offered.  The notes, stories, sentiment, history and features
of your personalities - as individuals, and as a couple will be gathered in a more extensive way -
as if I’m writing the book of your relationship, and how it came to be.

If you are looking for unique to you features in the ceremony, we can work together to
create brand new parts and conceptualize fun, romantic and fantastic new parts and features
that your guest will talk about and remember.  An original poem perhaps - lasting words to
highlight your love and care for each other.

And then of course the wedding day!  I will have already communicated with your
planner beforehand to make sure every preparation has been made and considered.  Then I will
be on site more than an hour early to talk with everyone involved in the ceremony
(photographer, person who has the rings, planner, and whomever has the wedding license) and
make sure everything is in place.

I have 22 years of experience and will put all of this to use delivering the story we’ve
written, for your loving guests, family and friends.  I will leave you with the written ceremony and
vows on high quality paper for your wedding album.


